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In this paper, we report preliminary ideas from our project called “Time Performance Improvement With Parallel Processing Systems” (TIPS). In the TIPS project, we plan to take advantage of multi-core platforms for performance improvement by parallelizing a complex soft real-time application implemented in Java.

Manual parallelization does not generally yield optimal performance since its results depend on the designer’s intuition and experience; it is not feasible to manually inspect all possible parallelization alternatives and their impact on the performance for large-scale and complex software systems.

Even if we are able to find possible parallelization alternatives with tool support, not all parallelization efforts end up with a performance improvement. One needs to detect the execution paths of the application which are semantically relevant and have higher timing costs. By the term semantically relevant, we mean the execution paths that play an important role from the perspective of requirements of the system. These paths are called “critical paths” and an improvement in these paths is likely to lead to better overall performance of the application whereas the improvements for non-critical paths might not guarantee this.

We will map a selected set of entities in the source code and in the design to the semantic task model. In this mapping, deciding on the abstraction level is an important challenge. We must consider that the more concrete the model is, the more accurate critical path decisions will be; but also that the volume of the state space in step 4 increases dramatically as the detail in the model increases. So, we need to find an optimal abstraction level so that the accuracy is as high as possible while the state space’s size stays manageable.

In step 2, we define the timing constraints of the application using the application code, requirements and design documents. The timing constraints are already stated as non-functional requirements from the perspective of the end user in requirements documents. What we will do for this step is to re-define these constraints from the viewpoint of the application code and design document in a formal way with an appropriate domain-specific language so that these formally defined constraints can be automatically executed in step 3.

In step 3, we generate the query definitions to be run on the semantic model from the timing constraints formally defined in step 2. In step 1, we have created a mapping from the application (code, design and other documents) to the semantic task model, which shows how to go from the source code and design documents to the created model. This mapping helps us detect which parts of the semantic model correspond to the application’s parts in the timing constraints. After detecting relevant parts in the model, we generate the query definitions in UPPAAL from the formally defined timing constraints in step 2.
In step 4, UPPAAL automatically generates the state space from the semantic task model implicitly, which shows all possible execution flows that can be derived from the model. Then, the query definitions are run on this state space in step 5. Our query definitions are in the form: “Is there an execution path in the model from … to … which takes longer than timing limit?”. If such query is successful, then UPPAAL provides a diagnostic execution trace showing which execution flow violates the timing constraint [2]. In that case, we examine the execution trace and map it back to the application’s actual execution flow as step 6. This reveals which execution path of the application is in fact appears as a critical path.

Back-mapping from the model to the application is not a trivial task. To facilitate this back mapping, the transformation in step 1 must be reversible. Otherwise, we may not get any execution paths in the application which correspond to a trace provided by UPPAAL.

Another important point to point out is that UPPAAL provides only one example diagnostic trace in case of the violation of the timing property stated in the query. But we are interested in finding multiple critical paths. To solve this issue, we can do a systematic search by modifying the query. We can search through the time dimension by changing the timing threshold in the query in some range (for example, between the timing value stated in the requirements and the maximum execution time). We can also constraint the query to look for the paths that visit desired locations in the model, which can be used to get a diagnostic trace different than the previous ones.

There are still some points to be solved in the approach. For example, how exactly the mapping from the source code entities to the timed-automata model entities should be done.

The abstraction level of the model defined in timed-automata should be optimized so that the state space volume stays manageable. For that purpose, we may consider dividing the model into modules so that the state space does not grow in an uncontrolled manner.
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